Inasmuch Gallery
Imagine you were a fur trader in what is now Oklahoma. Look at the items traded between the French and the Wichita tribe. Draw a picture of the item you are either trading to or trading for with the Wichita tribe, and fill in the sentence. Why would you trade for that particular item? What would you use it for?
I would trade __________________ for______________________
Because:

ONEOK, Inc. Gallery
Circles of life! Look through the exhibits about how people in different tribal nations lived at different times in their life. Write down a fact about how the featured tribal nation viewed childhood, youth, maturity, and old age. Then, write down a fact about how people in your family view each phase of life. Are the views very different or similar?
Kerr-McGee Gallery
Sit at the Katz Drug Store counter and look at the protest posters hanging from the ceiling. **Create your own protest poster or write song lyrics about something you feel strongly about.**

Sam Noble Gallery
**Design a set** for *Oklahoma!* or another theater production on a piece of paper or digitally. **After you have designed your set, upload your creation!**